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This paper continues the study of covering properties of models closed under countable 
sequences. In a previous article we focused on C. Chang's Model (the equivalent of the 
Constructible Universe for the language Lo, l,ol). Our purpose is now to deal with the model 
N= U {L[A]:A countable c Ord}. We study here relations between coveting properties, 
satisfaction of ZF by N, and cardinality of power sets. 
Under large cardinal assumptions (existence of to 1 measurable cardinals or of a compact 
cardinal) N is strictly included in Chang's Model C, it may thus be interesting to obtain an 
analogue for N of the covering result for C. As in [13], we say that N satisfies the covering 
property if, for any set of ordinals X in the Universe, there exists a set Y in N such that X c Y 
and I YI = IXI ~°. In the first part, we show that if N does not satisfy the covering property, then 
for any t r< col, there exists an inner model with ac measurable cardinals. 
Throughout this paper, we compare three situations: 
(a) V is the universe constructible from a countable sequence of ultrafilters on different 
measurable cardinals. 
(b) N does not satisfy the covering property. 
(c) There exist to1 measurable cardinals or a compact cardinal. 
Section 2 is devoted to the relation between satisfaction of ZF by N and the coveting 
property. If (a) holds, then N satisfies both ZF and the coveting property. On the contrary, in 
case (c), N satisfies neither ZF nor the covering property. It is thus natural to obtain that the 
satisfaction of ZF by N implies the satisfaction of the covering property. 
Finally we study the cardinality of P(),)t3 N for a cardinal Z in the different cases. For 
example we show that if N does not satisfy the coveting property, then (2x°) + is inaccessible in
any L[A] where A is a countable set of ordinals. This is not the case if (a) holds. Let the 
expression "Z + is inaccessible in N" mean that for any a~ < ~L + IP(a 0 f3 NI ~< Z. If situation (c) 
occurs, then (in analogy with 0') there exists a measurable cardinal r such that " r  + is 
inaccessible in N". The large cardinal assumption is necessary since we show that the last fact 
implies the violation of the covering property by N. 
1. The covering property 
Most results of this paper are based on the proof of the covering theorem for 
Chang's Model and we shall often refer to the articles [13] and [14]. We always 
assume V ~ ZFC. 
Definition (Chang [1]). The cumulative hierarchy (C~:c~e Ord) is defined as 
follows: 
-Co=0.  ~- 
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-C~+~ is the set of all subsets of Co, 
countable sequence of elements of C~,. 
- Cr = I,_J=<r C~ if 7 limit ordinal. 
C is the class (,_J~o~o C~. 
definable in L,o,o,, over Co~ from a 
Definition. For any ordinal e, 
No~ = [.3 { L,~[A ] : A countable ~ Ord} and N= 1,.] N,~. 
t reOrd  
Let A c Ord be countable. Any formula with predicates e, =,  and/~,  where 
M ~/~(a) means a e A, can be replaced by an infinitary formula with predicates e
and =: let A --- {an :n < o9}. We simply write ~/n<o,(a, =a) instead of/~(a). One 
can deduce from this that, for any ordinal a~, N~, ~ C~. 
N has the following closure property: 
Fact 1.1. Let Iz be a cardinal such that cf(?z)>~ o9~. Then °'N~ c N~. As a 
consequence °N c N. 
Proof. Let (X n "n  < o9) be a sequence of elements of N,. For each n < o9, let 
An c/~ be a countable set such that x, e L~,[An]. Each xn, n < o9, is coded by A,  
and a finite sequence of ordinals Yn </Z. 
For n < o9, let a,  be an increasing enumeration of An. Since cf(/t)t> o91, let 
</z be such that sup(An)< 6 and y, < ~i for all n < 09. We consider the 
<a~l sequence a ~/u defined by: 
a = a~cS^y~66^a~¢3^',l~S¢3^... 
Let F :Ord  × Ord---> Ord be the canonical well-ordering of Ord × Ord (see [5]). 
a c o91 × (~ + I). Let A =/"a .  A is countable and since we have ~ '~ × o~ ~ o9~ 
for ordinal arithmetic, we obtain sup(A)<~.  This yields L~,[a] = L~,[A]. Since 
(Xn:n<o9) eL~,[tl], we are done. [] • 
Let X<o,1Y mean that X is an elementary submodel of Y for the language 
Lo, l,o~. As for L or C, we have the following condensation lemma: 
Lemma 1.1. l f  X <o~, N~, for 7 limit >~o91, then X= N~, where o: <~ 7. 
Proof. Let X~oJIN. [ and X~M transitive. We set re= OrdNM.  Let/5 < o~ an, 
< o91. If ~6n < ~6, for r /< ~, then by using the Lo,,,ol formula "3x x = {j6n- r/< 
~}", we see that {16n'r/< ~} belongs to m. Therefore [/~]<0'1 c m for all f l<m 
By elementarity, for / ]<te,  B countable, we have (Lt~[B])M=Lt3[B]. Th: 
yields N,, c M. 
Now let x e X .  x e Nr, hence there exist an ordinal 6 < y and a countable sc 
of ordinals A such that x e L6[A]. If A = {ae "~ < r/}, r /< o91, then "x e L~,[A] 
can be replaced by an Lo, l,o, formula tp(x, ~, ao , . . . ,  a~, . . . ) .  
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Since N~ ~ 36 ordinal 3e<,Tv eqg(x, 6, Vo, • • •, re , . . . ) ,  by elementarity we get 
~r(x) e N~. And finally M = N~. [3 
Concerning the coveting property, we had set in [13]: 
Def in i t ion.  A model M containing the ordinals satisfies the coveting property if, 
for any set of ordinals X in the universe, there exists Y in M such that X = Y and 
IY[ = IXl ~°. 
Let us look at N in a few cases, and let us see whether N satisfies the covering 
property. 
(a) V is the universe constructible from a countable sequence of ultrafilters on 
different measurable cardinals. 
Let V = L( Ur : y < 6 ), where 6 < to1, and the U~,'s are rr-ultrafilters, tcr < r~,, 
for y < y'. As in [13], we consider the iterated ultrapower io~,~: V--~Ulto,~ 
defined as follows: 
Zoo,(Ux) to times and so on. - Le t  us iterate Uo to times, then .to 
-A t  limit steps, we take direct limits. 
We saw that if A = {ioo, r+,,(r~):n < to, y < 6}, then C = N = L[A] = Ulto,6[A]. 
One can notice that ~0N c N: let (x~ : te < to) be a sequence of ordinals. If cr is 
the increasing enumeration of A, then let f~ and E~ ~ 6 <~'1 be such that 
x~ = io ~,6(f~)(ole~), for a: < to. Then 
' (ioo,~((f~:a~<ro)))lK0"- ( io ,~(f~):o l<ro)  and 
(io~,~((E~:o:<ro)))l,~o = (E~ : a:< to).  
(ioo,~(f,,)(crle~):o:(ro) e Ulto,~[a], and we get that (x~:tr  <to}  e L[A]. 
'C°N c N. We showed in [13] that N satisfies the 
Hence  
Since N~ZFC,  we obtain 
coveting property. 
(b) Let us assume now that there exist to1 measurable cardinals r~, o: < col. 
Kunen showed in [9] that in this case C ILAC. This implies N I~ZF because 
"NcN and N~AC.  Hence for any countable set of ordinals A we have 
L[A] ~ N ~ C. Also C and a fortiori N do not satisfy the covering property: the 
set {r,, : c~ < (£11} cannot be covered. 
If there is a compact cardinal, we obtain similar results: 
- N I~ZF (because C i~AC). 
- N does not satisfy the coveting property (see [13]). 
(In fact all we use in the proof is the existence of an elementary embedding 
j: V ~ M such that ~'M c M and '°IM ~ M). 
Let us see now the covering result for N: 
Theorem 1.1. I f  N does not satisfy the covering property, then for any oc < to1, 
there exists an inner model with te measurable cardinals. 
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This proof is adapted from the proof for Chang's Model. Hence we shall mak, 
reference to [13] and [14]. 
Proof. Let • be the least ordinal such that there exists X ~ r and X cannot b 
covered by a set Y in N such that I YI = IXl ~°. 
Claim 1.1. There does not exist a countable set of ordinals D and te < r such tha 
for some Y in L[D], L[D] IYI - and X c Y. 
As a consequence "N ~ r is a cardinal". 
Proof. Let us assume X c Y ,  o~ < r and there exist D countable, a functio~ 
g ~ L[D] such that g: tr---~ Y is bijective. One then uses classic arguments. 
Let X'  = g-S(X). Then X'  c tr and by minimality of r, there exists Z '  in L[E] 
for E countable, such that X'  ~ Z'  ~ o: and [Z'I = [X'] ~° = IX[ ~°. 
Let us consider again the canonical function F :  Ord x Ord---> Ord. If F -  
F"D x E, then F is countable and g ~ L[F]. 
Let Z = g"Z'. We have X c Z and IZI = IXI ~°. Contradiction. [] 
Let 7/e Ord and A countable ~ Ord. If Y c L ,  [A] and k < o9, then we denot 
the ~k Skolem Hull of Y in L,[A] by HI~dAI(Y). HL~tAI(Y) is simpl 
Uk<~,HL, tAI(Y). 
We considered directed sets denoted by I~'A(y), for n<~to, y---<b, an 
A countable c Ord. Since we shall need them in later proofs, let us introduc 
them briefly: 
Definition. (a) If n = 0, then 
16o'a(7) = {(#, re, P): to1 ~< # < 6, to1 ~< a~ < 7, tr ~< # and 
P finite included in L~, [A], 
if # = v + 1, then v e P}. 
(#,o:,P)<~(v, fl, Q) iff tr<~fl, P=Q and #eQ or #=v.  
For i = (#, ~, P) in/06'A(7), we consider the ~1 Skolem Hull 
nr" Al(ot U 
(When we consider Skolem Hulls in a structure L,~[A], it is in general wit 
respect o the language with predicates e ,  = and/~. )  
For i ~< i', we define o~//, :Lp,[Ai]---~ Lp,[Ar] by setting o~//, = (o~/,)o ~,.. 
(b) If 0 < n < to, then 
I~'A(7) = {(tr, P): to1 <~ a~ < 7 and P finite c L,5[A], 
ff 6 = v + 1, then v e P}. 
(tr, P) ~< (fl, Q) iff a~ ~< fl and P c Q. 
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For i = (a¢e) ,  we consider Lp,[Ai] ~ HL6[A](~ U P) and 
before. 
(c) If n = to, then 
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o~/r is defined as 
6,,4 P ) :0<k< ~< < P finite lo, (7 )= {(k, a¢ to, to1 ¢r 7, L~[A], 
if 6 = v + 1, then v • P}. 
(k, ¢r ,P)~(m, fl, Q) iff k<~m, oc<-fl andP~-Q. 
For i =(k,  a', P), we consider Lp,[Ai] ~ HkL~tA](~ U P) and aJ//, is defined in the 
usual way. 
La[A] is the direct limit of the system Snt~'A(7)  -"  {Lp,[Ai], o~ir :i ~ i '  in I~'3(7)} 
when n > 0 or 6 limit. Let us recall the following: 
Definition. If p~ < 7, for all i e In~'A(7), then one says that S~'A(7) is below 7. 
Let us assume S~'A(7) is below 7. We shall need o~w • Ny for i <~ i' in l~"a(7). 
Since o~w is defined from Ai and A/,, what we want is F"Ai x Are  N e. We have 
P'tr x a~ c to ~ for all a~ • Ord, hence o~/, belongs to N e when 7 satisfies top < 7 for 
P<7.  
By Claim 1.1, • is a cardinal in N. Hence given any elementary embedding 
j:Ne--->N~, 7 satisfies the previous property and we can define the directed 
system: 
j(S~'A(7)) = {j(Lp,[A~]), j(o'~w)'i <-i' in I~"4(7)}. 
We have all the ingredients to obtain an analogue of Lemma 2.5 in [13]: the 
condensation lemma and ](Sn6'A(7)) well defined when ] :N e---> N~ is elementary 
and S~'A(7) below 7. 
The original proof of this lemma was considerably long (see [14]) and inspired 
by the case of the constructible universe. We propose here a very simple proof 
based on the closure of N under countable sequences. 
Lemma 1.2. There exists an elementary embedding for Lo,,,o~ k :Ne--->N~ such 
that: 
(1) 171 = IXI 
(2) X ¢- k"7. 
(3) For any countable A ~ Ord, 6 >>- y and n <- to such that (6 limit or n > O) 
and S~'A(y) below y, the direct limit of k(S~'A(7)) is well-founded. 
Proof. Let us consider (in V) the Lo, lo,1 Skolem Hull of X in N~:H~](X). By 
~- Ho, I(X) and let k : N e---> N~ be the corresponding embedding. Lemma 1.1 let N e N, 
We claim that of(7) >I to1 and 'ON e c N e. We saw that °'N c N, one can thus use 
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the same arguments as in Claim of Lemma 2.8 [13] (the minimality of 1: and th 
closure of N) to show cf(y) I> to1. 
We also saw that toP< 7 (ordinal arithmetic) for p < y because of tl~ 
embedding k:N~,.--->N~. This fact combined with cf(7)/> to1 gives as in Fact 1.1 
= N,. 
(1) and (2) are immediate, hence we check now (3) of the lemma. Let ! 
assume (3) is false and there is a counterexample to the well-foundedness of tt 
direct limit of k(S~A(7)) for (6 limit or m > 0) and A countable c Ord. L, 
( / , :n ( to)  and (a , :n ( to )  be so that a,+a Ek(or~i.i.+,)(an). 
Then because of the closure of Nr, the system S = {Lp,.[AJ, o-~.~.+, :n < oJ 
belongs to N r. Since it is a subsystem of S,~A(7) whose direct limit L~[A] 
well-founded, it must also have a well-founded irect limit lim(S). 
Hence Nr ~ lim(S) is well-founded. Let us apply the embedding k, N, ~ lim(k(S 
> 
is well-founded.'This contradicts our assumption. [] 
If (3) holds, for i ~< i' in I6n'A(y), we have the commutative diagram: 
k(Lp,[Ail) 
k(~,) I "~ tim 
k(Lor[Ar]~ 
r,  k( s~'"( r ) ) 
and lira k(S~"4(y)) = L~.[B]. 
) 
An essential element is then that ~,A • Sn-1(7) is below 7 for n > 0. Let us look 
the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [14] which asserts that for A countable, 6 ~> ), al 
0 < n <~ to, the order-type of HL~[AI(a~ (3 P) tq Ord is <7, where a~ < 7 and P fini 
c L~[A]. The basic element was the following fact: 
There does not exist a countable set of ordinals D and a set H (H for Skole 
Hull) in L[D] such that XcH and L[D] ~ [HI = lad where a:< ~. 
By Claim 1.1 this is true. Hence we deduce that for any A countable c Or 
6 >-- ), and 0 <~ n ~< to, S~"*(y) is below 7- We thus define k'L~[A]---> L~.[B] in t] 
usual way: 
k(o~i (xi)) = ff*(k(xi)). 
/c is elementary if n = to. Moreover/clr = kit. 
From/c, we can construct a weak L[A]-ultrafilter (i.e., not necessarily iterabk 
The rest of the proof is unchanged because of the closure of Nr under countat 
sequences. [] 
2. The model N and ZF 
Let us study now the relation between satisfaction of ZF by N and the coved 
property. 
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- When V is the universe constructible from a countable sequence of ultrafilters 
on different measurable cardinals, we have seen that N ~ ZF and N satisfies the 
coveting property. 
- On the contrary, if there exist col measurable cardinals or a compact cardinal, 
then N satisfies neither ZF nor the covering property. 
It was thus natural to conjecture: 
Theorem 2.1. I f  N satisfies ZF, then N satisfies the covering property. 
One can notice that 
N~ ZF ¢:> N = C 
¢~ for any ordinal 6, (°6) e N 
¢:> N ~ Power Set Axiom. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2.1. Let us assume N does not satisfy the coveting property 
and let lr be the least ordinal such that there exists X ~- r which cannot be covered 
by a set in N of cardinality ]XI ~°. We shall suppose ( " r )eN and get a 
contradiction. 
We necessarily have I~l~>(IXl~°) +. Since X is cofinal in ~, this yields 
cf( ) IXI < ~. Hence • > (IXl °) + which is regular. Let us denote (]Xl~°) + by x. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  N does not satisfy the covering property, then there exists a 
commutative diagram: 
k. 
~ror<f l<r  
such that 
(a) lY=l < r for all or<r .  
(b) All the embeddings are elementary for the language Lo, l,O~. 
(c) Let 6 ~ Ord and A be a countable set of ordinals. Then for any or < fl < r, 
S~'a(y~) is below y~, and the directed systems ~,a ~,a k~(S~ (7~)) and k~a(S~ (y~)) 
have well-founded irect limits. 
(d) r e Range(k~), for all or < r. 
(e) The sequence of critical points (X~ : or < r )  of the embeddings k~, or < r, is 
strictly increasing. 
Proof .  ko:Nr0---> N~ is the embedding constructed previously in the proof of the 
coveting theorem, except that we put r in the Skolem Hull from which Nro is 
obtained by collapsing. The L~,lo, 1embedding ko satisfies: 
(1) lyol IXl < r. 
(2) X c k~yo. 
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(3) For 6 • Ord and A countable, ~,A So (Y0) is below Yo, and the direct limit of 
&,A ko(So (Y0)) is well-founded. 
(4) x • Range(k0). 
Let us assume now that for all te < fl, we have constructed Lo,o, embeddings 
k~ :Nr --> N~ satisfying (1)-(4) and such that, if M~ - k'~Nr~, then M~ c M~, for 
a~ < t r '<  ft. k~,  = (k~,) -1 ok~ is Lo,o, elementary from Nr~ into N~... 
Let 0 s = [.-J{g~" tr < fl} where the X~'s are the critical points of the embeddings 
k~. 
We next consider the Lo,o, Skolem Hull Ho,(I._J,~<sN" M~ O (0 s + 1)). Let M s be 
this Skolem Hull and let k s :Nr~--> N~ be so that k~Nra = M s. Then k s satisfies 
(1)-(4) and is a Logo, embedding. Moreover since we have the inclusion 
((._J,,<S M~) c MS, we can define k~s = (ks)-lok~. 
The direct limit of the system 6 A k~s(S~o" (y~)) is necessarily well-founded since 
relations of the form an+l •(kgs(o~i~i.+,))(an),  <o9, would imply ks(a~+l)• 
(ko~(o~ini~+l))(ks(an)), and lim k~(S~'A(y~)) would not be well-founded. 
The lemma is thus proved. [] 
For a given tr < x, we consider the embeddings ko:Nro---> N~, ko~ "Nro-"~Nra, 
and k~ : Nr,---> N,. 
Claim 2.1. Let A countable c Ord and It a limit ordinal. There exists a 
commutative diagram 
L~,[A] ko , L~[/i] 
L.,IB] 
such that/Col~,o = kolro,/co, lro = ko, lro and k~lra = k~lr~. 
Proof .  For i~<i  ' in ~,A Io (Y0), we have the commutative diagrams: 
ko~( Lp,[A,]) 
L,,[B] 
ko~(Lm,[Ar]) 
where Lv[B] = lim /~,A ko~(So (Yo)), and 
) 
ko(La,[A']) . .~  La[A l
k°(~')l " o/~., , 
ko(La~,[Av]) 
where Lr,[A ] = lim ko(S~'a(yo)). 
) 
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The embeddings/¢o: L~,[A]---> L~,[,4] and/Coo, :L~,[A]---> L~[B] are defined in the 
usual way: for x=o~/(x~), [¢o(X)=O*(ko(xi)) and fCo~(X)=a'i'(ko~(Xi)). They 
satisfy/coJ~o = kol~o and/¢o~lro = ko~lro- 
Our aim is to define now the embedding k~:L,,[B]--->Lr~[A ] such that 
/c~lr~ = k,~J~,~ and/Co =/~o/¢o~. 
Let us consider the directed set J(y~): 
J(y~) = {(m, ko~(fl),/Co~(P)): 0 <m < to, fl < Yo and P finite c L~,[A]). 
We see that J(y~) ¢- I~;B(Y,~). 
If j e J(Y,~), we can thus consider o~:L~,j[Bj]---> Lv[B]. We know that pj < ~'~ for 
all j eJ(Yo,). We claim that Lv[B] is the direct limit of the system {Lpj[Bj], 
a~,:j<-] ' in J(y~)}. To check this, we shall show that if i=(m, fl, P) and 
j= (m, ko~(fl),/Co~(P)), then o* = a~. a~' is a Zm embedding from ko~(Lpi[Ai]) 
into L~[BI. Lp,[Ai] = nLm'dA'](fl U P/) where P/= o~/-~(P). Hence, applying the 
elementary embedding ko~, we get: 
ko,,,(Lp,[Ai]) = Hk°*'(LpdA'I)(ko,~(fl) U ko~(Pi)), 
~lt  ~PP a~ ko.,,(La,[A,]) = HL"tal(ko,~(fl) U a, ko(P~)) 
and 
(because or; ~lko~(t~) is the identity). Hence 
o*"ko,,,(La,[Ai]) = HL"[a](k~(fl) U/Co,,(P)). 
Therefore we see that Lpj[Bj] = ko~(Lp,[Ai]) and o~j = a; ~. This implies 
a~, = (a~) -z° a~ = (a~,) - ' °  a 7 = ko,.(o~//,). 
Since L~[B] = lim ko,~(S~'A(yo)), we are done. 
> 
We can now construct/c~ :L~[B]---> Lx[C]. Let us consider the systems: 
S= {ko (Lpj[Aj]), k (aff.):j< j ' inJ(y )} and  
= . S' k (aiB/,):i in  v.B 
S is a subsystem of S', and S' has a well-founded irect limit. Hence lim(S) is 
well-founded. Let L~[C] = lim(S). Let us denote by 07", for j in J(y~), the 
embedding from k~(Lp~[Aj]) into Lx[C]. Since Lv[B] is the direct limit of the 
system {Lpj[Aj], o~.:j<~j ' in J(y~,)}, we set as usual, for x=cr~(xj), /c~(x)= 
Let ,~" = kol(X). Then ko~"f( is cofinal in y,~. Hence koJYo is cofinal in y~, and 
one can prove in the usual way that/co, l~,, = k~ ]~,. 
J(y~) =/C~I~'A(y0), and we have seen that for (j, j ' )  = ko~(i, i'), a~, = ko~(O~/r). 
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Hence we obtain the equalities: 
Lo[/]] = lim {ko(Lp,[Ail), ko(o~u,):i <-i' in ,,A (to)} ) 
= lim {ko,(ko,~(Lp,[Ai]), k~(koo,(o~,)"i ~ i' in I` oU'A (7o)} 
) 
= lim {k~,(Lpj[Bj]), k~,(a~,):j <- ]' in J(y,~)} 
= Lx[C]. 
We also obtain by unicity of the embeddings: for j in J(7~) such that j =/¢o~(i), 
aT* = ~r*. Therefore if x = o~i(xi), then for j =/Co~(i), /¢o~(X) = a*(ko~(Xj)) = 
a~(ko~(Xi)). By apply ing/~,  we get: 
= = oT(ko(X3)  = ko(X).  
We have thus obtained the expected diagram. [] 
Hence, for each or < r ,  we define the commutative diagram: 
L.[AI r,o, L~[iil 
L~,.[A,,I 
Claim 2.2,. For any or < r,  [Co(X~) > 9¢~ where X~ is the critical point of  k~,. 
Proof. Let us use the previous factorization: /¢o =/¢o, °ko,,-/¢o0¢,,) = 
/¢~,(/¢o,,0¢~)) >/¢,,(X~)- But since/¢~ and k~ agree on 7~, we get/¢~0¢~) = k~0¢~) > 
X,~. This yields/¢o(X~) >)¢o,. [] 
For each a~ < r ,  let to, be so that k~(r~) = r. 
Claim 2.3. Let # limit ~>lsup(A)l +, Irl +. / f  Ur)~z.[m], then for each or<,:, 
(`oro,) e Lu,,[Ao,] and ('°r) e Lg[fi,]. 
Proof. Let r~ < r .  I`or/] ~< (IXl~°) ~°= IXl~°< r.  Hence 
Lift,] ~ ( r  is regular and '¢rl < r I`or/I < r) .  
This yields L[fi,] ~ I`orl = r.  
We claim that L[A] ~ I`orol + ~ 70. Let us assume it is not the case: there exists f
in L[A] such that 
L[A] ~ "f :  `oro---~ 70 is onto". 
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By the definition of/~, necessarily f e L~,[A]. For all 7/< )'o, we have /Co(r/)< 
/¢o()'). But /co(r/)= ko(r/), and since k~)'o is cofinal in 3, we get /Co(~,o)~ > 3. By 
applying/Co, we obtain 
L~[fi,] ~ "/co(f): °'r-->/Co(~'o) is onto" 
which implies L[A] ~ I°~¢1 I> 131. But by Claim 1.1, 1: is a cardinal in L[.4] and this 
contradicts L[/]] ~ I°'KI = K. Therefore L[A] ~ I~rol ÷ ~< ~'o. 
We have assumed that (°'r)~"tAI = °'X. Hence in particular ('°K0)L~tAI = ~'ro. We 
can thus consider the Skolem Hull H~"tAI(°'roU{~'Xo} ). Let Lp[B] be its 
transitive collapse. L[A] ~ Ipl = I'°rol, and °'r o e Lp[B]. Hence ~'ro e L~,o[B ]. Since 
)'o < r,  and we have assumed (°'r) belongs to L~,[A], we have Nro ~ L~,[A]. 
Since ko and /¢o agree on Yo, necessarily they agree on N~, o. Therefore 
/Co(~'Xo) = ko(°'ro). But since ko :Nro----> N~ is elementary, ko(°'Xo) = ,o~. Hence 
C°x) belongs to Lo[A]. The fact that (~'r~) belongs to L~,.[A~] is proved in the 
same way by using the embedding ko~ :N~.o--> Na, ~. [] 
Hence (°~Ko~)~ L ,~[A~], for all or < o91. But to get the final contradiction, we 
shall need models containing (°K). The models Ult~, for or < o9~, defined below 
will fulfill this condition. 
We still assume /~ limit >~lsup(m)l +, 131 + and (°K)~ L~,[A]. But we require 
moreover that/z is a cardinal of cofinality >~K. 
For a~ < o91, let us define the sequence s~ = (Xt3 :fl < or}- Since or < o91, by the 
previous claim, s~ ~ Lo[A]. We have seen that, for all ~6 < K, /Co(Xt3) > ;ta. Hence 
we can define as in [12] the ultrafilter Us~ on the product 1-It3<,,Xt3: let 
Z c I-Ia<~Xa and Z ~L[A]. Z ~ Us~ iff s~ ~/~o(Z). 
Let JtJs~ :L[A]---> Ultu,~ be the corresponding embedding. N,¢ ~ LF,[A], hence U,~ 
is countably complete and Ultt,~ is well-founded. 
Let us consider the restriction j~ =Jv,~ I L~[A]. Since (L[A]f") rb<~xÈ L,[A]) 
L,[A] (because/z cardinal and cf(/z) I> x), jt~s~(L,,[A]) = {[f]u. :f in L,[A]}. Let us 
denote jtj,~(L~,[A]) by Ult~. 
We thus obtain the commutative diagram: 
L~[A] L.[A] 
Ulto, 
where/,,([flu, o)= ko(f)(s~,) for f in L,,[A]. 
Claim 2.4. (°'x) belongs to Ult~, for all ol < o91. 
Proof. Let ([fn]us:n<o9} be such that [f,]us <ju,~(x ). We can assume 
f,, : IIt~<~ Xt3-> K. There  must exist p < x such that fn c Ha<,, X~ x p. Hence 
f~ e N,~, for each n < o9. 
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By Fact 1.1, '°N,~ c N,~. Therefore f=  ( f , 'n< to) belongs to N,~. Since 
N,¢ eL~,[A], feL~,[A] and ~]v,,, = ([f.]tl,, :n '<to) .  [] 
Claim 2.5. For all tr < to~, X,, ~ Range(/a). 
Proof. The critical point Xa of ka is 
inequalities: 
Zt3 < r ¢:> ka(xa) < ka(ra) 
But we have seen that a/ca c L,~,[Aa], 
/c~(S~) = sa. This yields that: 
>Xa for fl<c~. 
hence we 
ZeUs~ iff Sa e/~(/Co~(Z) 
iff sa ~/~oa(Z). 
Hence we obtain th~ 
get that sa ~ L~,,[Aa] ant 
Let us define ]a:Ulta-'-> Lu,[Aa] by ]~([f]%)=/c0~(f)(sa)- We get the fac 
torization ia =/ca o]~ which gives that X~ does not belong to Range(/a). [] 
Claim 2.6. Let ~ be any ordinal <It and let r I be a limit ordinal <~to~. Ever" 
sequence of the form ( ia(~)" o: < rl ) must eventually be constant. 
This claim is the equivalent of Kunen's lemma: the set of measurable cardinal 
r such that there exists a r-ultrafilter which moves ~ is finite. 
Proof. If tr < tr' < to1, then Us,, <~R-X Us,,, in the Rudin-Keisler ordering. Le 
P:l-ltka, Xa---> Ha<aXt~ be the projection map: P(s)=sla. Then Us= P*Us,, anl 
we get the diagram: 
L~,[AI ~o > L~[/i] 
y 'N  
UIL, j~. ) UIL,, 
where 
n n 
#<a u,,, #<a' 
Therefore, for any t r< a~'< to1, i,~lOrd>~i~'lord, and this 
result. 17 
Ustt," 
gives the expecte, 
Let £ = L_J {Xa-tr < (/)1)- Again by a collapsing argument, one can show th~ 
there exists B countable c x, p < x such that (°'X) e Lp[B]. Hence B e Ulta for a 
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o~< to1. We know that for any ordinal ~, there exists a~0 such that for all 
C~o ~< a~ < tox, i,,0(~) = i~(~). Hence there exists o~ such that for all or'/> a~, 
i=(p) = i~,(p) and i=(B) = i~,(B). 
Let us denote 
~<ot+n+l Usa+n+l 
and let us consider o= (/].~+n:n < to>. Since i=+n+l(~.o~+.) = Xo~+,,, tr ~ ('°X). Let y 
be a finite sequence of ordinals such that for some term t 
Lo[B ] ~ tr = t(y). 
Again there exists no< to such that for all n >~no, i,,+,,(y)= i,~+,,o(Y). Hence 
i~+,,(o)=io~+.o(O) for n>~no . But i=+.o+l(Z~+.o)=X,~+n o, a d we have seen 
(Claim 2.5) that X,~+.o ~ Range(i~+.o)- Hence we have obtained a contradiction 
and Theorem 2.1 is proved. [] 
It is also possible to obtain the same result by a slightly longer proof which may 
be of interest. 
Ideas of the second proof. Our original goal in the previous proof was to 
construct a commutative diagram: 
Lm,[Ao~] k" , La[til 
'--1 S 
L~,,,,[A,,,] 
for o~ < 0¢' < tol 
such that: 
(i) /~,~[r, = k~[r~, /~. [ r~ = k,,~.lr, and/~.[r~. = k~.ir~., 
(ii) (°'X) e L~.[A~] for all ~ < to1. 
But our LF,~[A~, ] were not closed enough and we had to construct he ultrapowers 
Ult~ which had the required closure properties. 
In this proof, assuming (°'3) e N, we shall define a commutative diagram: 
N >N 
N 
for ~<~'<to l  
where/¢,~, /¢=, and ko,,~, are 271 embeddings, extensions of ko,, ko,, and k,,~,. Since 
k,,IOrd >~/¢~'lOrd, for a~ < o¢' < to1, we shall conclude as previously. 
Let us take for example ko:N~,o---> N,. 
B/b//otheek 
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Claim 2.7. There exists /~o:N---> M where M transitive ~ N such that ko is a Y, 
embedding and/¢oIN~o = ko. 
Sketch of the proof. Let us consider the class of 4-tuples: 
l(Vo) = {(A,/z, re, P): A countable c / , ,  cf(/z) I> to1, to1 <~ tr < Yo, 
and e countable c L~,[A]}. 
We partially order l(yo) as follows: (A,/z, a~, P) ~< (B, v, 15, Q) iff 
(1) ~ ~ fl, 
(2) PcQ,  
(3) there exists a A1 function f such that (A =f iB )  and/,  e Q) or (A = B an, 
Given two countable sets of ordinals A and B, one can consider C = F"A x B 
This implies that I(yo) is a directed class. Moreover I()'o) is 'to-closed', meanin 
that given any sequence (in:n < to} of elements of I(~o), there exists i in I(yo) s, 
that i, ~< i for all n < to. 
For each i = (A,/z, tr, P), let us consider the structure 
Lp,[A,I Hf.tAJ(  U PO {A}) 
(this time the only predicates in the language are e and =). 
For i ~ i', we define the X0 embeddings tr~i, = (Or)-tooi, air :Lp,[Ai]--> Lp,,[A, 
(if i' =(B ,  v,/5, Q), then Av=(oi , ) - l (B)) .  We know that for any v, 
countable ~ Ord, Sl"B(yo) is below )'o. Hence it suffices to take L~[B] such th~ 
A,/t ,  P belong to L,,[B] to see that if i = (A,/z, re, P) then Pi < Y0: we have 
Hf"tal(a w P u {A}) c Hf-t l(a u {P, A, ju)) 
and since {P,A , / ,}  is finite, we get Hf'IBI(oLt_J{P,A, !u})=L,,[Bi] 
tei < Yo. Therefore if i, i' e I(~,o), one can check tr~i, e N~, o. 
Let us now consider the directed systems: 
whez 
S(yo) = {Lpi[Ai], trii,:i<<-i' inl(ro)} and 
ko(S(yo)) = {ko(Lp,[A,]), ko(aiv):i ~<i' in I(yo)}. 
(The fact that we index with a class does not make problem for the direct lira 
which is defined as a quotient: since equivalence classes are proper classes we u,, 
the minimal rank trick to deal with sets.) 
The 'to-closure' of I(yo) implies that the direct limit M = lira ko(S(Yo)) 
well-founded. Let us consider the diagram: > 
[ 
ko(Lp,[A,]) 
tc°(a"') l ~"~ !i '
ko(L,,,[A,.]) 
!ira ko( S(Yo) = M for i <.i' 
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Since N = lim S(yo), we can define the embedding/co:N---> M in the natural way: 
> 
if x = oi(xi), then/Co(X) = oT(ko(xi)). Since o* is a Zo embedding, one can show 
that /Co is a 271 embedding and M ~ N. Moreover /Co IYo = kolyo and hence 
/coIN~o = ko • 
Claim 2.8. For any countable set of ordinals A and any te < 3, 
L[A] I`0 1 < 3. 
Proof. As in Claim 1.1, let us assume L[A]~"f:'oo~--->r is 1-1". Then ,~= 
U {Range(s):s •f - l "x}  is included in ~. Because of the minimality of 1:, there is 
I7" c a~ in some L[B], B countable, such that X c I? and I171 = IXI ~°. 
One can suppose A • L[B], and hence by considering Z =f"('o1? f7 L[A]), one 
gets X ~ Z, IZl = IXI ~° and Z • L[B]. This yields a contradiction. [] 
Claim 2.9. I f  ('or) • N, then M = N. 
Proof. Let {x,, :n < co} c M. The 'og-closure' of l(yo) implies the existence of 
i • l(y0) and Y = {Yn :n < to} such that {xn :n < to} = o*"Y. Also Y belongs to N~. 
One can then show that o~' = ko(oi) and hence o* • M. 
By using a combination of the arguments of Claims 2.3 and 2.8, one obtains 
that for any c~ < Yo, (`otr) belongs to N~o if ('°r) • N. Since/Co INto = ko, this yields 
N~ c M. We finally obtain {xn : n < to} • M because {x~ :n < to} = o~"Y and 
Y • N~. [] 
For all re< a~' <o91, we can define this way 271 embeddings fc~:N---~N, 
/c~,: N--> N such that/c~ IN~ = k~ and/~,  IN~, = k~, .  The last step is thus: 
Claim 2.10. For o: < o:' < to1, the following diagram is commutative: 
N )N  
N 
"Proof". As in Claim 2.1, we consider the index class J(y~,) - " = k,~,l(y~). Let 
S(y~,) = {Lp,[Ai], oii,'i<-i ' in I(y~,)} and its subsystem S j= {Lpj[Aj], o#,:j<~j' 
in J(y~,)}. Because of the previous claim, one gets N = lim Sj. It is thus possible 
) 
to define /¢,,,:N---> limk,,,(Sj). Using again the fact that N = lim Sj, one shows 
/¢~,=/¢~,. Since (as in>C'~aim 2.1)/~ =/~,, ,o/~,,  we obtain/c~ =/~,o/¢,~,~,. [] 
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An immediate consequence of the theorem is the following: 
Theorem 2.2. I f  there exists a countable set of ordinals A such that °'L[A ] ~ L[A ], 
then L[A ] satisfies the covering property. 
If r is the least ordinal so that there is a set X c r which cannot be covered in 
N, then there is an upper bound on the size of X: 
Proposition 2.1. Let X c 7: which cannot be covered by Y in N such that 
I YI - IXl Then IXI 2 
Proof. Let us assume this is false: X c r, IXI ~ (2~°) +, and there does not exist Y 
in N such that Xc  Y and IYI = IXI In this case X '= (2~°)+UX cannot be 
covered either. Hence let us consider the commutative diagram constructed in 
Lemma 2.1 from X' :  
N~-----~ N~ 
k~l S for c~< fl </c. 
Let us consider M=k_J~<o,~k"N~. Since (k"N~, :~<to~)  is an increasing 
sequence of Lo~,,, elementary submodels of N~, their union M is also an 
elementary substructure of N~ for Lo,,o,,. Let N~ = M and let j:N~---> N~ be the 
corresponding Lo,~o,~ embedding. (We may have N~ N N~,o. ) One can then show 
as in Lemma 1.2 that: 
(1) I '1 IX'l 
(2) J"7 c X'. 
(3) For any countable A ,--Ord, if 6 1> y and n ~< to are such that (6 limit or 
n > 0) and s~'a(y) is below 7, then the direct limit of j(S~'A(y)) is well-founded. 
Since X~ c k"Ne., for all te < o91, if X = sup{x~" a~ < to1}, then we obtain 
X C M. Hence ]Ix = Identity. 
Let us consider the embedding i~ :N~,---> N~ defined by i~ = j - lo  k~. Then the 
critical point of i~ is X,~- Let Y = {X~ : a~ < to~}. 
Lemma 2. There exists no Z in N such that 
Y c Z and I ZI = R~ = 2 ~°. 
Proof. Let us assume there exists Z in N such that Y c Z and I Zl = 2 ~°. 
Let Z ~ L6[A]. We suppose Z c X. Let Lp[B] -----H~IAI(x t_J {Z}). Then Z e 
Lo[BI. 
Let x = (IX'I~0 ÷. By (d) of Lemma 2.1, r e Range(k~), for all c~ < to1. Hence 
let k be such that j(~:) = x. Since (X U {r})  c M, we get that X ~< ~: and hence 
X<y.  
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We have seen previously that j :N r---> N~ satisfies the requirements (1), (2), (3) 
of Lemma 1.2, we can thus deduce that s~'A(y) is below y, and that p < ~,. (One 
can also extend j to ] to show that "), is a cardinal in N",  and obtain the same 
result.) This implies in particular that Z e N r. By definition of M, there must exist 
a~ < tot and 2 in Nr~ such that Z = i~(2). Since IZl = 2 ~°, necessarily 121 -< 2 ~°. 
We have constructed the embeddings k~ from X'  =XU (2~°) +, hence the 
critical points Z~ are >~(2s°) +. Therefore i~(2)= i"Z = Z. We obtain here a 
contradiction since the critical point of i~ is Z~, and hence X~ ~ Range(ion). 
Lemma 2.2 is thus proved. [] 
Since Z=sup{x~:a~<o91} and Ix~l-<lX' l% for all a~<wl,  we get that 
Ixl <- IX'l ~°- But 131 >i (IX'l~°) + implies Z < 3. Since 3 had been chosen minimal, 
the assumption IXI >i (2~°) + leads to a contradiction. Proposition 2.1 follows. [] 
We can deduce the following: 
Proposition 2.2. If  °'((2~)+) belongs to N, then N satisfies the covering property. 
Proof. In Theorem 2.1, all we used of ZF is in fact that (°'x) belongs to N where 
K = (ISl~°) +. Now that we know ISl-< 2% the proposition follows. [] 
Let us assume that N does not satisfy the covering property. Then we know 
that 2~°N 4: N, but if 2 ~° > Rx, we could wonder whether °',N c N. 
Proposition 2.3. I f  N does not satisfy the covering property, then %N qk N. 
Proof. Let us consider the set Y = {X,~ :o~ <col} of Lemma 2.2. Since X~ > o95, 
for all o~ < ~Ol, we can use exactly the same arguments to show that Y ~ N. [] 
If N does not satisfy the covering property, then there is a set X such that 
[XI ~ 2 ~° which cannot be covered in N. It is also possible to obtain a bound on 
sup(X). 
Proposition 2.4. If  N does not satisfy the covering property, then there exists X c 3 
where 131 = (2~°) + which cannot be covered in N. 
Proof. Let 3 be the least ordinal such that some X c 3 cannot be covered in N. 
We shall show 131 <- (2 ~°) +. 
We already know [X[<~2 s°. Let us consider the commutative diagram 
constructed in Lemma 2.1: 
Ny~ 
1 
NS for a~ < ~ < (2 ~°) +. 
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We claim that N~ is the direct limit of the system 
S = {N~,, k~t~: a~ < fl < (2~°)+}. 
By the same arguments as in Proposition 2.1, one shows that lim(S) is of the form 
) 
N~,, and one obtains an elementary embedding for Lo,,,o,, j:N~,--->N~ which 
satisfies the requirements (1), (2), (3). The sequence of critical points (Xo` "tr < 
(2s°) +) is strictly increasing, hence sup{xo` "a~ < (2~°) +} = (2s°) +. Since 
sup{xo`" tr < (2~°) + } c[._J {k~Nr: a~ < (2~°) +} =j"Nr, 
we obtain that j[(2~o)+ = identity. 
Let us consider the set X = j-I(X). We claim that X cannot be covered in N. 
Let us assume there exists Y in N such that X c Y and [Y[ = 2 ~° (we know 
IX[ ~<2s°). Let Y • L~[A] for A countable. Since j satisfies (1), (2), (3), we can 
extend it to ]:L~[A]---~ La[A] where .4 countab lecOrd such that ][r=jlr. Let 
Z=](Y) .  Since ]Y[=2 s° and jl(2~o).=identity, we get ](Y)=]"Y. But since 
][r = lit, we obtain X = ](Y), and ~(Y)[ = 2 ~°. This yields a contradiction, hence 
)( cannot be covered. 
Since 2(~ ), and 2( is a counterexample to the covering property of N, the 
minimality of • gives y = ~. We have [Nr. ] ~<2 s° for all a< (2~°) +. Hence 
[N~l~<(2~°) + and [~[~<(2~°) +. [] 
Concerning elementary embeddings from N into itself, one can easily obtain: 
Proposition 2.5. If N does not satisfy the covering property, then there exist 
tol-many ~1 embeddings from N into itself with increasing critical points. 
Proof. Let us consider the COl embeddings ko  `:N~,--->N,, with critical point Xo`, 
satisfying the requirements (1), (2) and (3). Let Z c Xo`  and Z • N. If Z • L~ [A], 
then we consider Lp[B]=H~rtAI(xo`t3{Z}). Since s#'A(yo`) is below VO`,Z• 
Lp [B] and Z • Nr .  Hence we can define the N-ultrafilter Do` on X,: 
Do~ = {Z c go`:Z •N and ;to, • ko`(Z)). 
Let f, g be two functions with domain go` and such that f e L[A], g • L[B]. 
Then the sets {5 < Xo  `:f(~) = g(~)} and {5 < X~ :f(~) • g(~)} belong to L[F"A x 
B]. Hence we can decide whether or not these sets belong to Do`. 
It is thus possible to construct he ultrapower of N modulo Do`. Let us consider 
the embedding jo~: N--> Ulto.  One can see that if X, c Xo`, for each n < to, then 
(X, :n < to) belongs to N~,. Hence the ultrapower is well-founded. Also °N c N 
implies oUltD~ c UItD~ by classical arguments. 
Claim 2.11. jo~ is a ,~1 embedding. 
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Proof. For any Z0 formula % we have the equivalence of Los Theorem: 
Ulto~ ~ qg(~]o~, . . . ,  [fn]o~) iff {~ <X~:~(~) ,  • • •, fn(~))} • D~,. 
This comes from the fact  that if, for each ~<X~, there is xe •f (~) ,  for 
f, f~ , . . . ,  f,, in L[A], we have a choice function in L[A] and we shall be able to 
pick such an x~. Hence for all Z'0 formulas tp: 
N~ qg(a) iff UItD~ ~ cp(jo.(a)). 
Let now ~p(v)= 3x cp(x'v) where q9 is ~o. 
- N~ ~p(a) implies UltD~ ~ ~P(jD,(a)) in an obvious way. 
- If Ulto, ~ :Ix qg(x, jo,,(a)), then let us choose (in V) f such that Ulto~ 
qg([f]o,, jo,,(a)). Because of the previous equivalence {~ < X~ : qg(f(~), a)} • D~. 
Hence since q9 is Z0, N ~ 3x qg(x, a). [] 
Since jo~ is a 21 embedding, we get that jo~(L~[A])=Ljo~o,)[jo~(A)] for
/~ e Ord and A countable c Ord. Let f • L~,[A] be a function with domain X~- 
Then the set {~<x~:f(~)•L~,[A]}•D~. Hence Ulto~[f]o~ejo~(L~,[A]). 
Therefore Ulto~ ~ N. Since '°Ulto~ ~ Ulto~, we obtain Ulto~ = N. 
D,, is 'N complete' because (Xe : ~ < p)  • N, for 19 < Xo~ and Xe c X~, implies 
(Xe:~ < p)  • Ne.  The critical point of jo~ is thus X~. Hence we have obtained 
the expected E1 embeddings from N into itself. [] 
A natural question concerns the converse of the previous proposition: Does the 
existence of tol-many ~1 embeddings from N into itself with increasing critical 
points, imply that N does not satisfy the covering property? 
To prove this, we would need the equivalent of Kunen's lemma: for any ordinal 
~, the set of ordinals X such that there is an N-ultrafilter on X which moves ~, is 
finite. This is true for L-ultrafilters, but in the absence of a good theory of 
indiscernibles for N, we did not obtain the result for N. 
3. The size of pLtAl(~.) for A countable set of ordinals 
We shall use the notation PN(I)=(..J {pLIAI(1):A countable cOrd}  (even 
when N does not satisfy the power set axiom). 
Let us assume V=L(Ue:Y<6) ,  where 6<to1,  and for ),<6, U e is a 
re-ultrafilter , moreover y < y' implies K e < re,. 
We have seen that if A = {i0,~e+,,(re): y < 6, n < to}, then N = L[A] = 
Ult,o~[A]. We have the following: 
Fad 3.1. (a) For any cardinal Z <~ to, IpN(1)I = ~.+. 
(b) For any limit cardinal I, IpN(1)I = I +. 
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Proof. (a) We saw that "oN c N. Hence the first assertion is immediate. 
(b) Let us assume now that ~ is a limit cardinal. Let ~ e Ord. One can show by 
induction on tr ~< 6 that 
Iio ~(~)1  ~< sup{l~l'~' : fl < o¢ and xt~ ~< ~}. 
We get: 
(*) if ~<3. ,  then 1io,o~(~)] <3., for a~6,  
(**) If el(3.) > r=, then i,o~o~,,+a(Z) = 3.. 
• Let a~ be the least ordinal < 6 such that cf(Z) ~< K~, if there is such an ordinal. 
We have cf(Z) ~< ro or Ut3<~ xt3 < cf(Z) <~ r~..Using (*) and (**), one can show by 
induction on/3 ~< a that io,ot3(3.) = 3.- Therefore 
Ieu~t'~(3.)l = IP(3.)I = 2x= 3.4. 
Let B = {i,o~ o,r+,(x~) : tr ~< ), < 6, n < to }. As we showed that %Ult,o6[A] c 
Ulto,6[A], one can show: 
Ulto,~ ~ '~Ulto,~[B] c Ulto,~[B]. 
Hence (3.a(x))Ult,,tal/> (3.ef(~.))Ult~o.. Since Ulto,6[B] c N and (3.a(x))tnt~ I> 2 x, we get 
that IPN(3.)I >I 2~= 3.4. 
• If cf(3.) >/sup{x~ : a~ < 6 }, then we have ioo,~(3.) = 3.. This yields [PN(3.)[ I> 
Ieu'~*(Z)l = Ie(3.)l. Hence IPN(Z)I = 3.4. [] 
In particular, if 3. is singular, then IPN(A)I- 3.+. We must need stronger large 
cardinal assumptions to reduce the size of pN(3.), 3. singular. This is of course a 
consequence of the covering theorem for N. But one has to be careful because N 
is not necessarily a model of ZF. For example let (3.+)N be the least ordinal ~ I> 3. 
such that there does not exist f in N bijective from 3. onto ~. Then nothing proves 
that (3.+)N is regular in N, but one can show that N ~ cf((3.+) N) >I to1. 
Fact 3.2. If there exists a strong limit singular cardinal 3, such that IpN(A)I < 2 x, 
then for any o: < to1, there is an inner model with oL measurable cardinals. 
Proof. Let us assume N satisfies the covering property. By classical arguments 
one can show: 
I[ZFf(X)l- 2 ~(x)~° • II,.A {([3.]a(X)~)LtA] :A countable}l  
and deduce IpN(3.)I t> 2 x. Hence N does not satisfy the covering property, and we 
can conclude by the covering theorem. [] 
Fact 3.3. I f  N satisfies the covering property, then for any strong limit singular 
cardinal 3. of  uncountable cofinality 2 x = 3.+. 
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Proof. It suffices to notice pN(~)c Nx+ and 
INx+l = (Z+) ~°= sup(Z ~°, ,~+) = Z +. [] 
Let us study now the size of PN(3.) under some stronger large cardinal 
assumptions: violation of the coveting property for N, existence of to, measurable 
cardinals or of a compact cardinal. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  N does not satisfy the covering property, then IPN(oc)l ~< 2 ~°, 
for all tr < (2~°) + and IeN((2~°)+)l  = (2~°) ÷ 
In particular if CH holds, then for any countable set of ordinals A, L[A ] ~ N2/s 
inaccessible. 
Proof. Let r be the least ordinal such that there is X c 1: which cannot be covered 
by any Y in N such that IYI = IXI ~°. We know from Propositions 2.1 and 2.4 that 
IXI ~< 2 ~° and Irl ~ (2~°) ÷. Let us notice first that, if a~ < (2~°) +, then X'  = c~ U X 
cannot be covered either and sup(X') = sup(X). 
N~ , Hence if Ny - H~ol(X ), then for all 6 I> 7 and A countable c 0rd  S~'A(y) is 
below ~,. Moreover since o~ c X' ,  we have ,  < ~,. 
Again by collapsing arguments and because S~'A(~,) is below ~, for all ~ >I ~, and 
A countable, we obtain PN(o~) c Ny and 
IPN(.) I  ~< lYl~o <~ IX'l~0 ~< 2~o. 
Let us check now that Iplv((2~°)+)l = (2~°) +. We have (2~°) + < r and by Claim 
1.1, N~ " r  is a cardinal". Let Y • P/4A]((2~°)+) and Y e L,5[A]. Then 
Y • L,,[Ay] = HL'IAI({Y} U (2s°)+). 
Let Z=(2~°) +. Since L[A]~IITrI=~. and L [A]~>A,  we get that r /g<r.  
Therefore PN((2~°)+) c N~ and IPN((2~°)+)I ~< Izl ~°. We thus obtain 
IpN((2~0)+)I <~ ((2So)+)so ~< sup(2 so, (2~0) +) = (2~o) +. [] 
Definition. We say that a set X of ordinals is a good counterexample to the 
coveting property if 
(a) sup(X) = p and p t> (IXl ~°)+, 
(b) for no Y in N, can we have Xc  Y and N~"lYI = IPl" for p < p. 
As expected, we have the following: 
Lemma 3.1. I f  X is a good counterexample, then for any a~ < ([X[~°) +, IPN(.)l ~< 
IXI ~o 
Proof. The definition of a good counterexample includes exactly the elements we 
used in the proof of the coveting theorem. 
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If a~ < (IXl~°) ÷, then X '= c~ t.J X is also a good counterexample and we can 
argue as in the previous proposition. [] 
Proposition 3.2. I f  there exist o91 measurable cardinals r~, for re< o91, and 
if Z = sup{x~" a~ < o91}, then for any # <<- Z, ipN(/~o)l = #~o. In particular 
IpN(x)I- Z. 
Let A be a countable set of ordinals. Then for any # <~Z, L[A] ~ (#~o)+ is 
inaccessible. 
Proof. Let us assume first N1 <~ # < it. It suffices to find a good counterexample X 
such that IXI =~.  By the previous lemma, this will imply IpN(~°)I = ~0 and the 
assertion about L[A]. Let us consider X = # t.J {~ : a~ < Wl}. 
(a) sup(X) = Z and Z I> (#~o)+. 
(b) Let us assume there is Y in some L[A], A countable, such that X c Y and 
L[A] ~ IYI = IPl for t~ < Z. 
Since only a finite number of measurable cardinals can move a given ordinal, 
there is O~o < o91 such that for all oc I> O:o, jo,(Y) = Y, where D~ is a K~-ultrafilter. 
Let us take a such that x~>~3. We get that j o~(Y) - jo  Y= Y, and a 
contradiction. 
It thus remains to show it is true for Z. This follows from the proof 
(Baumgartner, Prikry) of Silver's theorem concerning the SCH. Let f, g be two 
functions on o91. They are said to be almost disjoint if there is a~o < o91 such that 
for all o~ I> a:o, f(a:) #: g(a0. 
Result [5]. Let ~ be a cardinal such that ~, = sup{g:~" o~ < o91} and f¢~' < Z. Let F 
be a family of  almost disjoint functions: F c 1-I~<o,, A~ such that for all ol < o91, 
IA~I ~< ~:~. Then IFI ~< L
As in [5], let us define, for every X ~ PN(z), fx(O 0 = X N r~, where o~ < 
o91 ( fx¢N) .  Let F = {fx :XepN(z )} .  It is a family of almost disjoint functions 
and F = l-L<,ol PN(r~). 
Since x~ = x~, we know from the first part of the proof that IPN(r~)I = r~. 
Hence we can apply the previous result with A~ = PN(x~) to obtain [FI = Z, and 
finally IpN(z)I <~ IF I -  Z. [] 
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a countable set of ordinals. 
(1) I f  there exists an elementary embedding j: V--> M with critical point x such 
that °'M c M and ~,M ~: M, then for any # <~ x, IpN(~°)I = ~o and L[A] ~ (~o)÷ 
is inaccessible. 
(2) Let x be X-compact. Then the same conclusion holds for # <~ Z. 
Proof. (1) As in [12], We construct by induction ultrafilters Us~ for tr < o91, in 
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order to obtain the commutative diagram: 
V J ~M 
Ultu~ ~ ) Ultu, ~ 
fo r  ~ ~ (D1, 
such that q,lltv,, c Ultv,. 
Let ;to = r and Us o = {Xc  x :x  ej(X)}. We have the factorization j = koojv, o
where k0([f]V,o ) = j(f)(x). 
Let us assume now we have defined the sequence sa = (X~: a~ < fl) such that 
J(X,,) > Z'~, for a~ < ft. Then we consider the ultrafilter U,~ on IL<# x~ as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. We obtain the commutative diagram: 
V J > M 
Ultvs# 
where kt~([f]%) = j(f)(sa). ,o 
Since q.llttr,~ c Ultv,# and ,M ~ M, we can consider the critical point ;t# of k s 
and continue the construction. This can be done up to to1 because of '°M c M, 
and we obtain this way the expected iagram. 
Let R1 ~< # ~ x. We claim that X = # U {X~" a~ < to1} is a good counterexample. 
(a) Let X = sup{g~," a~ < oJ1} = sup(X). Let us show that ~' 1> x + I> (#~0)+. 
Result (see [6]). Given j : V---> M with critical point r, for any ~ <<-(2~) M, there 
exists f ~ ~x such that ~ = j(f)(x). 
(K+)U l tus0  "-  K+ and ko(x)= x imply K+=(K+)Ultvso~(K+) M ~<(2'¢) u. We see 
from the previous result that k0 is surjective on [x, (2'¢)M]. This yields Z1 > (2'¢) u 
and X ~>x+. 
(b) Let us assume there is A countable and Y in L(A] such that X c Y, and for 
some/5 < X, L[A] ~ IYI = I 1. Since '¢Ultu,~ c Ultus~ and k,,IOrd 1> k#lOrd, for a~ < fl, 
we can assume X~ >/~ and use arguments of Claim 2.6 to obtain a contradiction. 
(2) If x is 2'~-compact, hen there exists j :V-->M such that ° 'McM and 
%M ~M.  Hence we get that for any /~ ~< r,  IPN(/z~°)l =/z ~° (in fact there is 
j: V-->M with critical point x such that °'M c M and d(j(r))  = to1, the cofinal set 
in j(x) gives immediately a good counterexample). 
Now if x is Z-compact, then there exists an elementary embedding j:V--> M 
such that °'M c M and j (x) > 2. Hence we can argue in M :j(x) is i(2)-compact 
and since °'M c M, (N) M = N. We thus obtain M ~ Vl~ <~ j(x) IpN(/  )I 
This gives the expected result. [] 
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Let us notice that starting from (_01 measurable cardinals or a compact cardinal, 
we obtained the existence of a measurable cardinal x such that IPN(~)I ~< r,  for 
all a~ < x +. Let us say in this case that " r  + is inaccessible in N". On the contrary, 
when V was the universe constructible from a countable sequence of ultrafilters 
(Fact 3.1), we had IPN(3`)I- 2 x, for all limit cardinals. Hence this situation could 
not occur. 
It is thus natural to obtain (in analogy with 0'): 
Propos i t ion  3 .4 .  Let x be a measurable cardinal. If "x + is inaccessible in N", then 
for any tr < to1, there is an inner model with o: measurable cardinals. 
ProoL  Let us show that N does not satisfy the covering property. Let U be a 
normal r-ultrafilter and let IP(r) n NI = r. Since "Ultv c Ultu, we have also 
Ultv ~ IP(x) n N[ = x. Then 
X = {a~ < r : a~ strong limit cardinal so that IP(c 0 n NI = c~) e U. 
Let (a:t~ :fl < to1} be an increasing sequence in X and let 3. = sup {a~t3 :fl < a~l}. 
Then by the same arguments as in Proposition 3.2, one gets IP(3`) n N[ = 3 ,` which 
yields "N does not satisfy the covering property" (this is actually true in V,~). [] 
Remarks concerning a theory of  indiscernibles for N 
In analogy with models like L or K, the existence of indiscernibles for N (or C) 
is a natural conjecture. The results about the cardinality of power sets would be 
consequences of the indiscernibility of cardinals of the form 3`~0. 
Because of the formulation of the condensation lemma for N (or C) we may 
need indiscernibles for Lo,,o,l. There are usually two ways of producing 
indiscernibles: partition properties and 'M-ultrafilters'. 
• Under large cardinal assumptions, the axiom of choice does not hold in C. 
Hence we could wonder whether C can satisfy infinitary partition properties. 
• Concerning 'N-ultra filters', the difficulty comes from the fact that in infinite 
iterations we loose the closure under countable sequences. Stronger large cardinal 
hypotheses may be necessary. 
To summarize, the construction of a theory of indiscernibles for N has to face 
two obstacles: 
- first the existence of a set of L~,1,ol indiscernibles for N, 
- and second the lack of a canonical well-ordering of N (or C). 
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